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History of the IBI Biochar Standards



Why IBI Standards and IBI Certification?



IBI Biochar Standards revisions process



Proposed revision on biomass flyash



Process to finalize revisions to Version 2.0



Questions and Discussion
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A global, transparent, fully-documented process congruent
with existing standard-setting bodies such as ISO



Relied on existing research and knowledge and based on
accepted methodologies, standards, regulations and tests



Public input solicited and incorporated throughout the
process



Document will evolve over time in an iterative process with
revisions as warranted by new science and developments
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Sept 2010: Public process to develop characterization standards
launched at IBI 2010 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil



Dec 2010 – July 2011: International Working Groups (WGs) and
experts meet and draft initial document



Oct 2011 – Feb 2012: Two round of public review and revisions with
inputs from WGs



Mar – April 2012: Final revisions and legal review



April 2012: IBI membership votes to approve IBI Biochar Standards by
91% majority



May 2012: Version 1.0 of IBI Biochar Standards published



April 2013: Technical program revision V1.1 published



Dec 2013 – Jan 2014: 30-day public comment period on proposed
policy revisions for V2.0
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Before the industry can succeed, we must be able
to define, analyze and communicate the essential
characteristics that define biochar, and what
biochar is.



To do this, we must establish guidelines and tests
to confirm that a product intended for sale or use
as biochar possesses the necessary characteristics
for safe use.
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Brand Value:
Value
◦ IBI CertifiedTM Biochar brand
creates value for biochar
manufacturers



Product Differentiation:
Differentiation
◦ Allows a biochar manufacturer
to label biochar as certified by
IBI and place the IBI CertifiedTM
Biochar seal on the product



Standards Credibility:
Credibility
◦ Based on the IBI Biochar Standards  developed
in a global, transparent, inclusive process
adhering to international standard-setting
processes



Consumer Confidence:
◦ IBI certified biochar seal signifies product safety
and efficacy to end consumer
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Described in Section 7 of V1.1
Technical program revisions


1.

◦

Policy revisions

2.

◦



“… technical or editorial changes…” E.g., update
required test methods
“… substantive change to the policies, rules, and/or
scope…” E.g., post-processing testing requirements,
sampling procedures, or material restrictions

Proposed revisions identified by:
◦ Feedback from users of IBI Standards  biochar
producers, labs, certification applicants, etc.
◦ Expert panel members, expert stakeholders (e.g.,
AAPFCO)
◦ IBI staff
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Identified as a product consistency issue during
early stages of developing IBI Standards
IBI Biochar Certification Program decision to
require that biochar manufacturers be
certification applicants to address consistency
An initial IBI certification application revealed
lack of operator control and use of biomass
flyash
Issue taken to IBI Board and experts who agreed
that to ensure certified product consistency
biomass flyash should not be allowed
Proposed revision posted for public comment
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1.

2.

3.

Seek clarifying information from experts,
where necessary
Publish summary and tally of all comments
received during public comment period and
webinars including IBI response to each
comment
Post amended proposed revisions for review
and vote by IBI membership
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Discussed
on 3/17
webinar:
recording
available
on IBI

1)

Biochar Weathering Restrictions

2)

Special Testing Requirements for
Biochar PostPost-Processing

3)

Biochar Sampling Procedures

4)

Exclusion of Material Derived from
Biomass Flyash

Biochar
Standards
website
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Boiler/furnace combusts biomass
◦ Typical temperature range 800-1000 °C
◦ Electric and/or heat energy created



Feedstocks
◦ Any woody biomass or ag residues



Ash produced as byproduct
◦ ‘Bottom ash’ removed below the grate furnace
◦ ‘Flyash’ is the lightweight portion of ash removed
by cyclone or ESP/filter
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Flyash
Bottom Ash

Filter
/ESP
Flyash
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Pros
1. Biomass energy industry is well-established, compared to
biochar industry
2. Systems can be adjusted to optimize high C ash
3. Potentially large source of readily available high C ash



Cons
1. Process conditions can fluctuate widely depending on
a) Feedstock characteristics, or
b) Maximizing energy vs. high carbon ash

 “material change” provision in IBI Standards (§6.2)
2. IBI Standards requirement that biochar manufacturer
maintain control over and document process conditions
 biomass boiler operator is manufacturer, not intermediary

3. Toxicants potential!
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Toxicants can form or accumulate
◦ Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
 Forms at > 700 °C
 Due to incomplete combustion
 Any carbonaceous feedstock can be precursor to formation

◦ Dioxins/furans (PCDD/Fs) and Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs)
 Chlorine precursor needed for formation

◦ Heavy metals


Masek et al 2010: “formation of these tertiary
pyrolysis products [PAHs] increases with the pyrolysis
severity and becomes significant at temperatures
around 750 °C”



Vassilev et al 2013: “very high concentrations of
[metals]… were detected in some biomass ashes,
particularly filter fly ashes…Such elements in biomass
ash tend to occur in much more mobile compounds
than in coal ash.”
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PCDD/Fs and PAHs in bottom ash, cyclone flyash and filter flyash

Regulatory limits for:
PAHs = 6-20 mg/kg
PCDD/Fs = 9 ng/kg
TEQ

Combustion
technology:
Grate furnace/underfeed
stoker
Cigar burner
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Regulatory limits in various jurisdictions:
Zn = 416 and 700 mg/kg in EU and Canada
Ni = 47 mg/kg EU
Cr = 93 and 100 mg/kg in EU and Australia
Cd = 1.4, 20, and 3 mg/kg in EU, AU and Canada19



“…the use of biomass flyash is prohibited
from being considered as a biochar material
under these IBI Biochar Standards”



INTENT
◦ Flyash from biomass-fueled power generating
stations poses unacceptably high environmental
and human health risks when used as a biocharlike soil amendment
◦ Maintain consistency of a safe product over the 12month certification period
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1.

Robust testing standards should sufficiently capture
any concerns about toxicants, and the IBI Standards
should remain technology neutral



IBI agrees with both components of this
comment
1. Testing requirements
2. Technology neutral



IBI's concern with this material centers around
uncertainties in product consistency, including
operator controls over process conditions and
resulting changes in product from one batch to
another
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2.

High carbon wood ash may be an important
source of biochar material at low cost for the
growing biochar industry



Perhaps, but IBI's concern with this material
centers around uncertainties in product
consistency, including operator controls
over process conditions and resulting
changes in product from one batch to
another
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3.

Instead of excluding the technology, raise the
minimum C content or establish a maximum ash
content to exclude most flyash materials



IBI Standards initially conceived to permit a

range of both C and ash contents to
accommodate different feedstocks
◦



E.g., poultry litter biochars have high ash, low C

Still would not allay concerns around
uncertainties in product consistency, including
operator controls over process conditions and
resulting changes in product from one batch to
another
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1.

Significant interest in this concept of using
biomass flyash as a biochar material

2.

Work with members, stakeholders to
identify possible ways to include this
material while maintaining assurances

around consistency and safety
3.

Make a decision on biomass ash issue
pending further information
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What are the boiler or furnace configurations
that can create a consistently safe high C ash
product?
How is the high C ash material segregated?
What is the technical difference between
‘biomass flyash’ and ‘high carbon wood ash’?
Is ‘bottom ash’ or ‘flyash’ the material likely
to be used as a high C ash?
What considerations should be taken into
account to allow for a ‘boiler biochar’?
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IBI wants to hear from you!
◦ We are open to further investigation on how to
accommodate this material while retaining assurances
around consistency and safety



Email standards@biochar-international.org



More info on the IBI Biochar Standards
http://www.biocharinternational.org/characterizationstandard
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